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A B S T R A C T
This paper examines factors contributing to the remarkable longevity of coherent vortices in the subtropical westward flows. Baroclinic vortices embedded in
large-scale vertical shears generate Rossby waves which form an opposite sign eddy associated with inertial Taylor columns on the beta-plane. The combination
of the vortex and lee Rossby wave can be viewed as a hetonic dipole that induces meridional drift and heat flux leading to self-amplification of vortices in
baroclinically unstable flows. The analytical tractability is achieved by considering the marginally stable flow, where the beta-effect is nearly compensated by the
potential vorticity gradient (PVG) associated with the meridional slope of the density interface. In the two-layer model such compensation can occur in the upper
layer with the westward flow or in the lower layer with the eastward flow on top. In baroclinically unstable mean flows, vortices are shown to intensify due to
the Lagrangian conservation of potential vorticity inside their cores, drifting meridionally in the layer with negative PVG and supporting baroclinic turbulence.
The theory is confirmed by numerical simulations indicating that for westward flows in subtropical oceans, reduced PVG in the upper layer provides favorable
conditions for eddy longevity and pathways.1. Introduction
The most kinetic energy of the ocean flows is contained in mesoscale
eddies with spatial scales of the order of a few tens to several hun-
dred kilometers (e.g., McWilliams, 2008). Many of them persist for
periods from months to years and can travel hundreds to thousands
of kilometers across ocean basins (e.g., Chelton et al., 2011). During
their formation, mesoscale eddies can trap water masses with distinct
characteristics in their core, transport them over large distances, and
thus play a significant role in the redistribution of heat, salt, and
biogeochemical properties throughout the oceans (e.g., Dong et al.,
2014).
While there are numerous sources for mesoscale turbulence in the
ocean, it is generally accepted that the eddy kinetic energy (KE) is
largely supplied by baroclinic instability, induced by the release of
available potential energy (APE) in the mean currents: the sloping
isopycnals in the main thermocline stores roughly 1000 times more APE
than the KE associated with its thermal-wind current shear (Gill et al.,
1974). This view is supported by an approximate agreement between
the linear theory of baroclinic instability and observations (Ferrari and
Wunsch, 2009). A large body of literature exists on the conversion of
energy from the time-mean circulation to the time-varying flow through
barotropic, baroclinic, mixed instability processes, etc. (e.g., Pedlosky,
1987; Spall, 2000; Vallis, 2006).
The long-lived vortices emerge in many locations during the non-
linear evolution of the eddy field. Numerical simulations demonstrate a
near-universal tendency towards the production of grave vertical scales,
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with the barotropic and first baroclinic modes dominating almost ev-
erywhere (Venaille et al., 2011). Therefore, the two-layer models with
bottom friction, playing an important quantitative role in the final
scales and magnitude of eddies, are still frequently used (Radko et al.,
2014). In this paper, we adopt commonly used local approximation, as-
suming a large-scale current to be laterally uniform in order to elucidate
basic differences between easterly and westerly vertical shear. Such
flow can crudely represent either a large part of eastward-background
(EB) Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) or nearly zonal parts of
westward-background (WB) current typical for the upper ocean in
subtropics (e.g., see Fig. 1 in O’Kane et al., 2014).
The idealized two-layer model explored in this study has been used
in many studies of baroclinic turbulence in the oceanographic and
meteorological context (e.g., Panetta, 1993; Held and Larichev, 1996;
Arbic and Flierl, 2003; Thompson and Young, 2006, 2007; Berloff and
Kamenkovich, 2013a,b; Radko et al., 2014). In particular, coherent and
long-living vortices, co-existing with more transient eddies were found
in the upper layer of statistically equilibrated regimes of baroclinically
unstable WB flow (compare Figs. 1 and 2 in Berloff et al., 2011).
Potential vorticity anomalies (PVA) in those vortices were generated by
viscous stresses on the side boundaries, and as the vortices move away
from the boundaries, they mix with ambient fluid and grow in size and
intensity. These emerging coherent vortices drift not only zonally to the
west together with the background flow, but also meridionally down
the background potential vorticity gradient (PVG) in seeming contra-
diction with the common tendency of beta-plane vortices to propagatehttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2021.101782
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up the background PVG (McWilliams and Flierl, 1979). An important
property of such coherent long-living vortices in WB flow is that
they are substantially compensated at depth, that is their barotropic
and baroclinic components compensate each other in the deep layer,
and thus the deep-ocean expression of these vortices is weak. Similar
coherent vortical patterns can be seen also in WB flow simulations
with more realistic stratification (see Fig. 9 in Tulloch et al., 2011).
The persistence of upper layer coherent eddies in simulations of WB
flow is consistent with observations of the most long-lived ocean eddies
tracked by satellite altimeters in subtropical oceans with predominantly
WB flows, so-called subtropical corridors (e.g., Aguediou et al., 2019;
Chaigneau et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2019; Dilmahamod et al., 2018).
In this work, we suggest that it is the reduced PVG in the upper layer
of the WB shear flow that provides favorable conditions for extreme
eddy longevity. A coherent circular vortex localized the upper low-
PVG layer can remain only weakly disturbed for a long time despite
surrounding baroclinic turbulence and bottom friction. At the same
time, enhanced PVG in the abyssal layer produces the trail of Rossby
waves, which forms an opposite sign eddy and provides crucial feed-
back on the evolution of the coherent vortex in the upper layer. The
theory suggested in the present work describes competitive physical
mechanisms responsible for an eddy drift either up or down large-
scale gradients as well as the eddy self-intensification in baroclinically
unstable flows. In a companion work (Sutyrin et al., 2021) we also
demonstrate that the mechanisms of baroclinic instability – in particu-
lar, the extraction of APE stored in large-scale currents by ocean eddies
– remain at work even when the background flows are baroclinically
stable. The discussion of how the modification of the mean PVG by the
background shear can affect the beta-drift is also presented.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the model con-
figuration and governing equations (Section 2). In Section 3, we focus
on the vicinity of marginally stable flow with zero PVG in the upper
layer. We derive and solve equations for the coupled vortex-Rossby
wave pattern associated with the vortex advection by the mean flow.
This zero-order solution gives explicit estimations for the meridional
vortex drift and heat flux (Section 4). The estimates obtained for the
marginally stable configuration make it possible to explain the key
processes at play for local vortex self-intensification in baroclinically
unstable flow even when a weak negative PVG is present in the upper
layer. The model predictions are compared (Section 5) with the results
of numerical simulations. In Section 6, we summarize results and draw
conclusions.
2. Model formulation
Our starting point for the analysis of vortices in a zonal baro-
clinic flow is the common two-layer rigid-lid quasi-geostrophic model






































are the depths of the upper and lower layers
respectively; 𝑔′ = 𝛥𝜌𝜌 𝑔 is the reduced gravity, 𝑓0, 𝛽0 are the Coriolis
and the beta parameters, 𝜈0 is the lateral viscosity, 𝜇0 is the bottom









, representing the laterally homogeneous zonal




. Without loss of generality, we
consider a basic state in the Northern hemisphere with the lower layer






The system is non-dimensionalized using 𝐿, 𝑈 = |𝑈1|,
𝐿
𝑈 , as
the scales of length, velocity, and time, respectively. The resulting
















4𝜓1, 𝑞1 = ∇2𝜓1 − ℎ,
𝜕𝑞2
𝜕𝑡 + 𝐹2𝐽 (𝜓2, 𝑞2) + (𝛽 − 𝑢𝐹2)
𝜕𝜓2
𝜕𝑥 = 𝜈∇






are the perturbation stream functions and potential





, for convenience, so that ℎ = 𝐹1𝜓1 − 𝐹2𝜓2 plays the role
of an interface displacement or a thermal field, other non-dimensional
parameters are 𝛽 = 𝛽0
𝐿2
𝑈 , 𝜈 =
𝜈0
𝐿𝑈 , 𝜇 =
𝜇0𝐿
𝑈 . Thus, in non-dimensional
units, the Phillips basic state is (𝑢, 0), 𝑢 = 1 in the EB flow and 𝑢 = −1
n the WB flow.
The flow in each layer can be decomposed into the barotropic mode,
escribed by 𝜓𝐵 = 𝜓1 + 𝜓2, so that ∇2𝜓𝐵 = 𝑞1 + 𝑞2, and the baroclinic




)1∕2. For an unbounded domain, the streamfunction in









































log (𝜌) 𝑞 (𝜉, 𝜂) 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂, (5)
𝐺𝛤 (𝑞) = −
1
2𝜋 ∬
𝐾0 (𝛤𝜌) 𝑞 (𝜉, 𝜂) 𝑑𝜉𝑑𝜂, (6)





(𝑥 − 𝜉)2 + (𝑦 − 𝜂)2
]1∕2. Thus, (3)–(6)
xplicitly describe contributions of PVA in the upper and lower layers





The perturbation energy balance is obtained by multiplying (2) by
𝐹𝑗𝜓𝑗 and integrating over a given domain 𝛴 using the double periodic
conditions at the domain boundary
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑢𝑊 − 2𝜇𝐸2 − 𝜈𝐷. (7)
Here the perturbation energy includes the kinetic energy and the
available potential energy,
𝐸 = 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 + 𝐸𝑝, 𝐸𝑗 =
𝐹𝑗
2 ∫




𝑊 describes the usual meridional potential vorticity flux (PVF), pro-
portional to the heat flux, 𝑊ℎ = ∫ ℎ
𝜕𝜓𝐵
𝜕𝑥 𝑑𝛴, by the Taylor–Bretherton
relationship
𝑊 = 𝐹1 ∫ 𝜓1
𝜕𝑞1
𝜕𝑥
𝑑𝛴 = −∫ 𝑞1𝑣1𝑑𝛴 = ∫ 𝑞2𝑣2𝑑𝛴 = 𝜒(1 − 𝜒)𝛤
2𝑊ℎ. (9)
Usually 𝑢𝑊 > 0 is considered as an energy source for perturbations in
unstable sheared flows (e.g., Thompson and Young, 2007). Conditions
for inviscid baroclinic instability are related to negative PVG: 𝛽+𝑢𝐹1 < 0
n the WB flow or 𝛽−𝑢𝐹2 < 0 in the EB flow (Phillips, 1954). The effects
f bottom friction are represented by the term 2𝜇𝐸2, while 𝜈𝐷 includes
he lateral dissipation
= ∫ [𝐹1(∇
2𝜓1)2 + 𝐹2(∇2𝜓2)2]𝑑𝛴. (10)
ithout any mean flow (𝑢 = 0), the PVG is positive, and a monopolar
ortex is subjected to decay owing to its meridional drift and La-
rangian conservation of the potential vorticity (e.g., Sutyrin et al.,
994). The vortex energy is expended by radiating Rossby waves,
hich are dissipated mostly by bottom friction in two-layer models
e.g., McWilliams and Flierl, 1979). Note, that 𝑢𝑊 does not depend
n PVG signs, therefore in vertically sheared flow the PVF is able to







































compensate the energy loss to the Rossby waves by utilizing the energy
of the mean flow regardless of its stability, as shown by Sutyrin et al.
(2021) without bottom friction.
3. Baroclinic vortex coupled with the Rossby waves
Here we consider the WB flow with bottom friction in the vicinity
of the inviscid marginal state assuming |𝛽 + 𝑢𝐹1| ≪ 𝛽. Using polar
coordinates (𝑟 cos 𝜃, 𝑟 sin 𝜃) = (𝑥 − 𝑋, 𝑦 − 𝑌 ) with the origin at the






















































𝜕𝑦 , 𝛽2 = 𝛽 − 𝑢𝐹2, while PVG in the upper layer
and the lateral viscosity are omitted.
If a baroclinic vortex in the upper layer is prescribed by an ax-









eliminating the Jacobian in the l.h.s. of (10). Assuming the PVA in the
lower layer is also proportional to the vortex amplitude, 𝑞1(0)∕2, the
ontribution of r.h.s. in (11)–(12) is proportional to 𝜒𝑞1 (0) ∕2 = 𝜀. Its
alue is considered to be small when either the depth ratio 𝜒 is small
r the vortex amplitude 𝑞1 (0) is small. Thus, on the time scale much
ess than 𝜀−1, any circular PVA provides a steady solution translating
ith the mean flow if 𝑑𝑋0𝑑𝑡 = 𝑢 and
𝑑𝑌0
𝑑𝑡 = 0. Correspondingly, the
ossby waves associated with the moving vortex, in the lower layer




To reveal the major pattern of lee Rossby waves, we assume 𝑞2 = 𝛽2𝜓2∕𝑢
which satisfies (12), while neglecting the bottom friction proportional









𝜓2 = 0. (13)
Its solution can be found by decoupling (13) into modes 𝜑𝑘 = 𝜓1+𝜆𝑘𝜓2













































+𝐹1𝐹2. According to (6), 𝜑1 = 𝐺𝛾 (𝑞1) represents
the circular evanescent mode, while the wavy mode 𝜑2 includes the
Rossby wave field, which carries energy away from the eddy to the east
as discussed by Flierl (1984). In an unbounded domain, the inviscid
solution has to be restricted by the condition that no perturbations to
the west (𝑥 → −∞). Following McCartney (1975), Flierl (1984) and


































cos (2𝑛 − 1) 𝜃
2𝑛 − 1


























In the case of marginally stable WB flow, (𝛽 = 𝐹1), considered by
utyrin et al. (2021), we find from (15)
2 = 𝜅2 = 𝑇 = 𝛿𝛤 2, 𝜆1 = 1 − 𝛿−1, 𝜆2 = 1 + 𝛿−1 (19)
1 =
(1 + 𝛿)𝜑1 + (1 − 𝛿)𝜑2
2
, 𝜓2 = 𝛿
𝜑2 − 𝜑1
2
, 𝛿 = (1 − 𝜒)1∕2 (20)
Here the barotropic mode 𝜓𝐵 =
𝜑1+𝜑2
2 is the mean of evanescent and
wavy modes, while their difference defines the lower layer flow in (20).
For a small depth ratio 1 − 𝛿 ≪ 1, so that 𝐹1𝜓1 = 𝐹1𝜑1 = ℎ and for




𝜓2 = −ℎ in agreement with Flierl
1984). Similar solution can be obtained for a vortex in the lower layer
f EB flow when 𝛽2 ≪ 𝛽.
An example of the solution (20) for 𝛽2 = 𝐹1 = 5, 𝛤 = 2.5, 𝑄 = 1,
= 0.9 (for 𝜒 = 0.2) is illustrated in the left panels in Fig. 1a, d for
1 = 2𝑄 exp(−(𝑟∕𝜂)2 − (𝑟∕𝜂)4), (21)
ith 𝜂 = 1. Then 𝛼 = 𝑍∕𝑄 ≈ 0.3 characterizes the asymmetric part
f the wavy mode in (17). For larger 𝜂, the coefficient 𝛼 little changes
ntil 𝜂 = 1.4 and drops by 75% for 𝜂 = 2. The important feature of
his solution is the opposite sign eddy dominating in the deep Rossby
aves pattern which is shifted eastward relative to the vortex center. It
s similar to a stationary eddy associated with inertial Taylor columns
n a prograde (eastward) two-layer flow over a topographic bump on a
eta-plane described by McCartney (1975). In our solution the interface
erturbation in the moving vortex plays a role of a topographic bump
or the lower layer flowing eastward relative to the vortex. The lower
ayer patterns in Fig. 1d look similar to the upper panel in Fig. 4 plotted
y Flierl (1984) in the limit of small 𝜒 . Note, the Rossby wave wake
an be also seen in the upper layer for finite 𝜒 (Fig. 1a). This state
as used as the initial conditions in numerical simulations described
n Section 5.
. Effects of the vortex meridional drift
While the foregoing model represents a zero-order pattern, rectilin-
arly moving to the West with the speed u, an eastward (upstream)
hift of the anticyclone center in the lower layer relative the cyclone
enter in the upper layer indicates that such baroclinic dipole (or heton)
nduces the meridional displacement of the vortex. Initial meridional
elocity, ?̇?0, is defined by the first azimuthal mode of 𝜑2, described by
𝑍𝑥𝐽1(𝜅𝑟)∕𝑟 in (17)
̇0 = 𝑉 = 𝐹1
𝜕𝜓1
𝜕𝑥











This meridional drift is proportional to the vortex intensity and
corresponds to the vortex polarity: cyclones with positive PVA drift
poleward (to the right from the mean flow direction), while anticy-
clones with negative PVA drift equatorward (to the left from the mean
flow direction). In the next section, we shall see that on the longer
time scale the flow evolves towards a quasi-steady state where the slow
vortex decay in the upper layer is related mostly to the viscous diffusion
even when bottom friction is taken into account.
The heton structure of such zero-order pattern results also in posi-
tive 𝑢𝑊 in (3), supplied by the mean flow APE, which compensates the
vortex energy loss to the permanent Rossby wave generation in contrast
to the vortex decay obtained in simulations by McWilliams and Flierl
(1979) with positive PVG in both layers without mean flow. For the
WB flow with 𝑢 = −1





𝛿(1 − 𝛿)𝑍2 ≈ 𝜋𝛽𝛤𝜒𝑍2∕2 (23)
which is proportional to the vortex intensity squared. Thus, for vortices
of both signs, the PVF transfers the energy of mean flow to the Rossby
waves.
When nonzero PVG in the upper layer is taken into account, both
zonal and meridional vortex translations have additional components
due to the development of the beta-gyres, analyzed in several studies










































(e.g., Sutyrin and Flierl, 1994; Kravtsov and Reznik, 2019, and refer-
ences therein). Including the upper layer PVG leads also to a gradual
change of the vortex intensity due to the Lagrangian conservation of
potential vorticity, 2𝐹1𝑄 + 𝛽1𝑌 , at the vortex center. Therefore, the














We see that in the baroclinically unstable mean flow (𝛽1 < 0), the
ortex intensifies due to the meridional drift induced by the Rossby
aves with the growth rate given by (24). This mechanism of the
ortex self-intensification can be viewed as an alternative − and more
henomenological − physical interpretation of baroclinic instability,
hich is usually discussed in terms of interacting plane waves displaced
y the vertical shear (Vallis, 2006).
. Numerical simulations





in x and y. The governing system (2)
s integrated using the de-aliased pseudospectral model employed in
adko et al. (2014). The size of the computational domain is 60 × 30
ith 3072 × 1536 spectral modes.
We start with a circular modified Gaussian PV (21) in the upper
ayer for 𝜂 = 1 and the inviscid solution (20) (Fig. 1a, d) with following
arameters
𝐹1, 𝐹2, 𝛽, 𝜈, 𝜇,𝑄
)
= (5, 1.25, 5., 0.0002, 1, 1)
orresponding to 𝜀 = 𝜒𝑄 = 0.2. In dimensional units, these parameters
escribe, for instance, a westward basic current with 𝑈 = −0.02 m∕s,
0 = 2 × 10−11 m−1𝑠−1, 𝐻1 = 1 km, 𝐻2 = 4 km, 𝜈0 = 0.3 m2∕s,
0 = 0.025day
−1 and 𝐿 = 70 km — scales that are representative of
ypical subtropical ocean flows. In this case, there is no PVG in the
pper layer (𝛽 + 𝑢𝐹1 = 0), where the planetary beta is compensated by
he interface slope, while in the lower layer PVG is larger than given
y the planetary beta.
The major features of the nonlinear simulations can be rationalized
sing the inviscid solution in Section 3. Besides zonal propagation with
he WB flow, the upper layer cyclone drifts poleward with smaller 𝑉 = w
4
Fig. 2a. Zonal sections of the upper potential vorticity at 𝑇 = 0 (thin line), 𝑇 = 5
(dashed line) and 𝑇 = 500 (thick line).
.08 than given by (22) owing to reduced lower layer streamfunction
mplitude (Fig. 1e, f) caused by bottom friction. This lower layer
ossby wave wake remains north-south symmetric in agreement with
12a), while in the upper layer the vortex slightly elongates (Fig. 1b,
). Fig. 2a shows that at 𝑡 = 5 the shape of the upper layer PVA
eviates from the axisymmetric state (dashed line), adjusting to a
attern elongated to the east seen at 𝑡 = 500 (thick line). This PVA
symmetry is related to a separatrix in the streamfunction in moving
eference frame 𝜓∗ = 𝐹1𝜓1 + 𝑉 𝑥 described by Sutyrin et al. (2021).
ote, that 20% reduction in the vortex amplitude by 𝑇 = 500 is
onsistent with effects of small viscosity. The scatter plot in Fig. 2b
isplays nearly linear dependence of the upper layer PV on 𝜓∗ inside
he vortex core which is well maintained after 𝑇 = 100. It can be
ompared with slightly nonlinear initial scatter plot around a thick line
hich represents the circular state.
Thus, a baroclinic vortex localized the upper layer with zero PVG
emains only weakly disturbed for a long time, despite enhanced PVG
n the abyssal layer resulting in the trail of Rossby waves. The Rossby
ave wake pattern is dominated by an opposite sign vortex shifted





















Fig. 2b. Scatter plot of the upper layer PV versus the streamfunction in moving
eference frame at 𝑇 = 500 in comparison with such scatter plot for the initial circular
V (21) normalized to have the same extrema as for 𝑇 = 500. The thick line is for the
azimuthally averaged initial streamfunction.
upstream that provides a crossflow drift of the coherent vortex in
the upper layer. In the nearly steady state, slow decay of the total
energy in (3) is related mostly to the viscous dissipation 𝜈𝐷, while the
PVF, supporting the Rossby wave pattern, is damped by the bottom
friction 𝑢𝑊 ≈ 2𝜇𝐸2 in our double periodic setup. The energy source
is still the available potential energy of the mean flow, just as always
in baroclinic instability, but true linear instability with exponential
disturbance growth is still ruled out by the usual stability criteria near
marginal instability. This case demonstrates how the extraction of APE
stored in large-scale currents by ocean eddies remains at work even
when the background flows are baroclinically stable and despite bottom
friction.5
As indicated by the theory by Nycander (2001) and simulations by
Early et al. (2011), after a transient adjustment of the Rossby wave
field to circular initial conditions, the meridional displacement remains
a characteristic of the long-term behavior of the vortices resulting in
systematic reduction of their PVA owing to positive PVG in the reduced-
gravity model. In our two-layer setup, initial conditions are already
adjusted to the coupled vortex-Rossby wave state (16)–(20). Therefore,
the flow evolves on the slower time scale towards the nearly steady
state with a meridional drift which does not change the vortex PVA
owing to zero upper layer PVG.
For smaller 𝛽 = 4.5, with negative PVG in the upper layer, 𝛽 +
𝑢𝐹1 = −0.5, the meridional vortex drift begins with the same speed
as in the previous case (Fig. 3a). Further in time, the vortex drifts
slower until 𝑇 = 290 and accelerates later resulting in larger meridional
displacement by 𝑇 = 500. The growth of PVA amplitude is proportional
o the meridional drift in agreement with (24) as seen in Fig. 3b. Until
= 290, one can see also an increase of the vortex radius 𝑅0, defined
here by the location, where the azimuthally averaged relative vorticity
crosses zero (Fig. 3c). Correspondingly to this initial increase of the
vortex size, the energy ratio 𝐸1∕𝐸𝑝 decreases first until 𝑇 = 150, later
it returns to the initial value at 𝑇 = 290, and it keeps growing until
= 450 (Fig. 3d) owing to the contribution of smaller vortices due
o developing baroclinic instability in the Rossby wave wake seen in
ig. 4a. In our case, the baroclinic turbulence does not destroy the
ortex: its size returns to nearly original value (Fig. 3c), whereas the
ortex PVA continues to grow (Fig. 3b) in agreement with accelerated
eridional drift (Fig. 3a). A reduction of the vortex size after 𝑇 = 290
een in Fig. 3c is related to the strong distortion of the vortex core
nd shedding filaments owing to interaction with surrounding weaker
ortices (Fig. 4b). This shrinking of the vortex core leads to a faster
rowth of the relative vorticity as noticed by Sutyrin and Radko (2016)
uring vortex splitting and described explicitly by Sutyrin (2020). Note,
hat the lower layer flow pattern remains dominated by the opposite
ign vortex shifted eastward as in the analytic solution (20) (compare
igs. 4c and 4d with Fig. 1d).
Zonal and meridional sections of potential vorticity in the upper
ayer are compared with the initial symmetric profile multiplied by
∕2𝑄 in Fig. 5. The maximum increase of the vortex core is seen1𝑚𝑎𝑥Fig. 3. Comparison of cases with zero upper PVG (o) and with negative upper PVG (+).

























































Fig. 4a. The upper layer PVA.
Fig. 4b. The upper layer PVA.
Fig. 4c. The lower layer pressure.
Fig. 4d. The lower layer pressure.
n Fig. 5a at 𝑇 = 290 before substantial distortion and filament
hedding result in the reduction of the vortex core towards the initiali
6
size (Fig. 5b) at 𝑇 = 600. During further growth of the amplitude,
the vortex core size remains nearly the same, while both zonal and
meridional sections approach closely the initial profile (21) with 𝜂 = 1
Fig. 5c, d). Thus, such a modified Gaussian profile approximates well
he asymptotic state for a growing vortex in weakly unstable WB flow.
he interaction with surrounding turbulent flow leads to the scatter
lot of 𝑞1 vs 𝜓∗ that approaches on average to the initial thick line in
ig. 2b. It substantially deviates from nearly linear dependence seen in
ig. 2b resulted from small viscous effects for the stable WB flow.
The configuration with negative PVG in the upper layer corresponds
o the baroclinic turbulence simulated in WB flow by Berloff et al.
2011), where emerging coherent vortices were amplifying drifting not
nly zonally to the west, but also meridionally down the background
VG in seeming contradiction with the common tendency of the beta-
lane vortices to propagate up the background PVG (McWilliams and
lierl, 1979). Such meridional drift down the negative PVG in the upper
ayer is induced by the dominating part of lee Rossby waves in the
ower layer with positive PVG. The weak deep-ocean expression of
ur solution (Figs. 4c and 4d) agrees with important property of the
oherent long-living vortices in WB flow that they are substantially
ompensated at depth (Berloff et al., 2011). Such surprising behavior of
oherent eddies in WB flow is rationalized by our theory and numerical
esults.
In contrast to WB flow (𝑢 = −1), PVG in the upper layer of EB
low (𝑢 = 1) is enhanced: 𝛽 + 𝐹1𝑢 > 𝛽, therefore, the same vortex
laced in the upper layer of EB flow weakens similar to common
eta-plane vortex propagating up the background PVG in the reduced-
ravity model (Sutyrin and Flierl, 1994; Early et al., 2011), However,
f a vortex is placed in the lower layer of inviscid marginally stable EB
low with small PVG (|𝛽2| ≪ 𝛽), then such vortex is able to remain
oherent for a long time together with generated lee Rossby waves
ominated in the upper layer. Moreover, without bottom friction its
mplitude would increase in baroclinically unstable flow with 𝛽2 < 0
wing to meridional drift down the background PVG in the lower layer.
uch configuration can be relevant to the ACC and other EB flows in the
cean and the meteorological storms below the atmospheric EB flows.
. Conclusions
This study presents an analytical model and associated numerical
imulations for the evolution of an isolated coherent vortex embedded
n vertical shear. The analytical tractability is achieved by focusing on
he vicinity of inviscid marginally stable flow with respect to baroclinic
nstability. In this regime, the leading order solution represents a
teadily translating pattern, consisting of the nearly circular vortex
n the upper layer, accompanied by the Rossby wake it continuously
enerates. This state represents an interesting example in which the
nergy required to generate and maintain the wake pattern is supplied
ntirely by the stable background flow without a true exponentially
rowing instability, as it is still disallowed by the Phillips stability
riterion. The release of energy stored in zonal large-scale currents is
raditionally attributed to the action of baroclinic instability. However,
his case represents an alternative mechanism for the energy cascade
owards mesoscale.
The steady propagating zero-order solution was also used to eval-
ate the slow meridional drift of the vortex (poleward for cyclones
nd equatorward for anticyclones). The theory describes competitive
hysical mechanisms that are responsible for an eddy drift either up
r down large-scale gradients as well as the eddy self-intensification
n baroclinically unstable flows. For the weakly unstable WB current −
haracterized by a small negative PV gradient in the upper layer − such
isplacement tendencies imply a systematic strengthening of coherent
ortices in time in agreement with simulations of baroclinic turbulence
n WB flows (Berloff et al., 2011). Once again, the energy required for
G.G. Sutyrin and T. Radko Ocean Modelling 161 (2021) 101782Fig. 5. Zonal (thin lines) and meridional (dashed line) sections of the upper layer PVA in comparison with the initial profile (thick lines) for different times.the vortex amplification in this case is supplied by the baroclinic large-
scale current in contrast to the peripheral amplification of barotropic
vortices with random forcing (Sutyrin, 2019; Sutyrin and Radko, 2019).
A striking feature of the simulations at the f-plane with small bottom
friction is the spontaneous formation of long-lived nearly axisymmetric
vortices (Arbic and Flierl, 2003; Thompson and Young, 2006). In
these studies, vortices drifted in the direction leading to anticorrela-
tion between the barotropic vorticity and temperature field. Cyclonic
vortices trapped cold fluid in their core while anticyclonic vortices
trapped warm fluid. This motion pattern is consistent with – and can
be rationalized by – the same theoretical arguments as articulated in
our study for the WB mean flows.
The physical mechanisms controlling the evolution of coherent
vortices envisioned in this model are likely to be realized in the so-
called subtropical eddy corridors, characterized by predominantly WB
baroclinically unstable large-scale flows with negative PVG in the upper
ocean (e.g., Fig. 2 in Tulloch et al., 2011). In such systems, the amplifi-
cation tendency of coherent isolated eddies, identified in this study, acts
to offset adverse influences of mixing, frictional decay, and atmospheric
forcing. As a result, the proposed self-amplification effect could greatly
extend the longevity of isolated vortices and explain their ability to
propagate over distances of thousands of kilometers from the point of
origin. This proposition becomes particularly intriguing and plausible
in the view of recent satellite-based statistical analyses of the evolution
of ocean eddies, which consistently indicate that the most dramatic
examples of longevity (up to 5 years) and long-distance propagation of
coherent vortices are consistently found in the subtropical belts of all
oceans (e.g., Fig. 4 in Chelton et al., 2011; Fig. 10 in Chen et al., 2019)
The revealed persistence of vortices with PVA cores in layers with
reduced PVG can play an important role in EB flows with significant
deep eddies as in ACC as well as with atmospheric storms in the lower
layer where PVG is reduced (Thompson and Young, 2007; Berloff et al.,
2011).
Whereas our explicit zero-order solution for nearly steady coupled
vortex-Rossby wave system reveals essential differences of vortex be-
havior in vertically sheared WB and EB flows, substantial amount
of further work is needed for better understanding dynamics of geo-
physical eddies. Future advances from our highly idealized model will7
have to be towards more general models of vortices in WB and EB
flows with horizontal shear and temporal variability, including realistic
stratification, bottom topography, effects of eastern boundaries, etc.
Systematic study of vortices in WB and EB flows, their interactions and
transport properties will also be the subject of separate studies.
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